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Abstract 

Noise suppression from image is a still a big challenging problem for researchers. Image may be corrupted during the 

transmission or storage time, so removing the noise from the processed image and should preserve the important information. In 

this paper image patch is representing as sparse code. We are selecting the sparse code from the complete dictionary which is 

linear group of few atoms. By the addition of sparse coding noise to image we can enhance the performance of sparse 

representation. Here by restoring the image reducing the sparse coding noise in this paper we are adopting the method of adding 

the sparse coding noise. For getting of high resolution output the sparse coding noise should be least amount with high PSNR. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

By set of low resolution images we obtain the high resolution image that is super resolution image. High resolution images have 

high pixel density.  Computer vision application and medical imaging, surveillance is obtaining by using the sparse method. First 

consider an image after that adding the noise to the image for making blur image then reconstructing image with high resolution. 

The method using for getting high resolution is sparse method. For getting of high resolution image the sparse coding noise 

should be minimum. In this my project first image is making to a cluster by using the k-means PCA dictionary. For each cluster 

having the similarity images then learning a PCA dictionary to code the patches in the clusters. 

High-resolution patches contain a sparse linear representation by way of a complete dictionary of patches randomly sampled 

as of similar images. For an image NRy let yRy
ii

, 
i

R is the matrix.
i

y is  y at location i. 

Representation of observed image is Io=K y + h 

Io is the observed image, K is the blurring matrix, h is the additive noise.  

Then reconstructing the image by using the equation y , y is reconstructed image,  
is the basis vectors and is the 

sparse coefficients. The sparse coefficients are solving by using the minimization problem. The sparse coefficients should be a 

minimum to get the high resolution image. By using this method resolutions are calculated by using maximum signal to noise 

ratio, and  the similarity in the structural elements of the image. 

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

 
Fig. 1: Block diagram of proposed method 
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Consider input image is y, then that apply blur and additive white Gaussian noise to the   image y. y is an original image and 

considering as matrix. Here down sampling is used for reducing the size of the image and the scaling factor is 3. After down 

sampling applying the sparse concept to the original image. In this method  from the original image y and we can make the 

image patches and by means of using the k means clustering we can make into clusters, the typical value of the k is 70.Here no 

need of learn an over complete dictionary since similar patches are  occurring each cluster.  The dictionary which is of PCA 

bases and it utilizes the PCA dictionary for coding every patches in the given cluster group. Then finding the sparse coding 

vector by using a shrinkage operator. Finally estimating high resolution images and it is calculating in terms of PSNR and SSIM. 

III. ALGORITHM 

1) Step 1: start 

2) Step 2: read image 

3) Step 3: apply blur and add noise 

4) Step 4: convert RGB to YCbCr 

5) Step 5: calculate dictionary using k means PCA 

6) Step 6: apply block matching 

7) Step 7: update regularization term 

8) Step 8: update NLM 

9) Step 9: calculate high resolution image 

10) Step 10: calculate PSNR&SSIM 

IV. RESULTS 

 
Fig. 2: Output of the Project 

 
Fig. 3: Iteration value of the output 
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Figure 2 and Figure 3 represents the output of this project. Project coding is done by using the MATLAB software. In Figure 2 

consist of an input image near to input there is a low resolution image. Super resolution is obtained by combining the multiple 

numbers of low resolution images. 

In earlier different types of algorithms are used to obtain the high resolution images. In this project I am using the sparse 

representation, it providing the better results compared to all other methods. Resolutions of the images are calculated in terms of 

the Peak signal to noise ratio and the structure similarity. Resolution of the image is high when the PSNR value and SSIM value 

is high surprisingly good result is obtained here in this section with very simple algorithm. By using sparse representation 

method, PSNR value is 30.4966 and SSIM value is 0.91492.The elapsed time of the project is 533.22seconds.So this method 

gives the 90%accurate results compared to other methods. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Image denoising, deblurring, and super resolution had been major problem in the image restoration technique. Different type of 

algorithm studied for the denoising and deblurring of the degraded image. Here by using sparse representation provides the better 

result rather than other method. Here sparse representation, nonlocal methods are used to restore the noisy images effectively .in 

this project PSNR and SSIM of the images are also shows the effectiveness of algorithm. 

Finally we conclude that for image restoration we tried lot of algorithm and finally implement the best improved algorithm 

and surprisingly finally got 90% accuracy of the results. 
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